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STRONGLY
PRIMERINGS
BY

DAVID HANDELMANAND JOHN LAWRENCE
ABSTRACT. A ring R is (right) strongly prime (SP) if every nonzero twosided ideal contains a finite set whose right annihilator
is zero. Examples
are domains, prime Goldie rings and simple rings; however, this notion is
asymmetric
and a right but not left SP ring is exhibited.
All SP rings are
prime, and every prime ring may be embedded in an SP ring. SP rings are nonsingular,
and a regular SP ring is simple; since faithful rings of quotients
of
SP rings are SP, the complete ring of quotients
of an SP ring is simple.
All SP rings are coefficient
rings for some primitive group ring (a generalization
of a result proved for domains by Formanek),
and this was the initial motivation
for their study. If the group ring RG is SP, then R is SP and
G contains
no nontrivial
locally finite normal subgroups.
Coincidentally,
SP rings coincide with the ATF rings of Rubin, and so
every SP ring has a unique maximal proper torsion theory, and (0) and R ate
the only torsion ideals.(*)
A list of questions
is appended.
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I. Definitions
and usually

and examples.

denoted

All rings are associative,

R. If A is a subset

then we define the (right) annihilator

with identity,

of the ring fi of a right R-module,

of A (Ann (A)) to be the right ideal

Ann(A) = {r e R|Ar=(0)|.
We adopt the symbol

R ' to denote the nonzero

If A is a right ideal

elements

in R, and r is an element

of R.

of R, we define

r~ A

to be the right ideal
r-XA = \s e R\rs e A\.
In this notation,

Recall

Ann (iri) becomes

r~ (0), which we abbreviate

that a ring R is prime if, for given

such that rst 4 0. If for each nonzero element
of the s to a finite

set (independent

r, t e R', there exists
r we can restrict

of t, but depending

the choice

for r e R ' to be

of R, S(r), such that

.Ann(|rs|s
R is (right) strongly
insulator.

s eR

on r), then we have

a ring that is stronger than prime. Define a (right) insulator
a finite subset

to r~ 0.

e S(r)\) = (0).

prime (SP) if each nonzero element of R has a right

That is, for each r e R ', there is a finite set S(r) such that for

t eR,
\rst\s e S(r)\ = {Oi implies t = 0.
Although prime is a symmetric

notion,

of a left but not right SP ring will be given).
work on the right, and 'strongly

ly prime and right insulator,

prime'

respectively.

strongly

prime is not (an example

However,

and 'insulator'

we will generally
will denote right strong-

a*

Alternate

definition

zero two-sided

annihilator

of strongly

ideal of R contains

prime.

R is strongly

prime if every non-

generated

left ideal whose right

a finitely

is zero.

The equivalence

It follows

of the two definitions

immediately

and prime left noetherian

is straightforward.

from the alternate

definition

element.

a nonzero

element

n, we can assign

(not necessarily

d; then \d] is an insulator

When the same insulator

element of R ', we call it a uniform insulator,

If for a fixed integer

that simple rings,

rings are right SP. They are also left SP.

A domain is SP: choose
for every nonzero

sulator

.a
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can be chosen

for every

and the ring is uniformly SP.

to each nonzero element

a uniform insulator)

with n or less

of R an in-

elements,

then

R is bounded SP, oí bound n or less.
To obtain more examples

of SP rings,

Recall that the DCC on right annihilators
ment from every nonvoid

collection

we utilize

the following

allows us to choose

of right annihilator

ideals,

results.

a minimal eleand is equiv-

alent to ACC on left annihilators.
Proposition

1.1. // R is a prime ring with DCC on right annihilators,

then R is (right) strongly

Proof. Choose
the form Ann(frs|s

ing the identity,

r £ R '. From the collection

than

a minimal element
rqm 4 0, since

M, contradiction.

Proposition

of

of R contain-

M. It M 4 (0), we can find an m £

R is prime,

Hence

ideals

and we construct

a small-

M = (0), so r has an insulator.

1.2. // R is an n x n matrix ring over an Ore domain, then

R is bounded strongly

Proof.

of right annihilator

e /!) where / runs over all finite subsets

choose

M and q £ R such that

er element

prime.

prime of bound n. Also,

R has uniform bound n .

For any nonzero element of R, a set of matrix units in some row

is an insulator.

Hence the bound is no greater

bound is not less than n. Finally,

than n. As we will see, the

since the set of matrix units is an insul-

ator, R has uniform bound n .
From Proposition

1.2, we see that if D is a division

bounded SP with bound exactly

n.

ring, then Mn(D) is

M (D) is also uniformly SP of bound n

(the matrix units form a uniform insulator).

From [7] a prime left Goldie ring has ACC on both right and left
annihilator

ideals,

and thus by Proposition

be shown—as a consequence

1.1 is right and left SP. More can

of the Faith-Utumi

theorem

[lO], prime left Gold-

ie rings are uniformly SP and hence bounded SP. In view of this, we obtain
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Proposition

1.3. // R is a prime right Goldie

if and only if R has bound equal

We now consider

Example
strongly

R is a domain

to one.

some pathological

1. We construct

ring, then

properties

that SP rings may have.

a ring that is right strongly

prime but not left

prime.

Let Z,

denote the field of two elements,

runs over the positive

integers)

{x¿|. Let / be the two-sided

and let D = Z2[x¿] (where

be the free (noncommuting)

ideal in D generated

Z2-algebra

by monomials

i

on

of the form

x.x .xk with i > j > k. Set R = D/l.
We show
x.x.

...x.

71 72

R is right SP. If m is a nonzero
(we have,

of course

Ik

identified

monomial

the x. with their images
!..-.'

S(m) = \x. xA is an insulator

for m in R. (It suffices

/ is generated

if, for m. monomials

then each

by monomials,

m. belongs

mials in R, choose

to /.) If r = «j + m2 +•••+

However,

to observe

in R),

that since

in D, 2-m. belongs

to /,

mn is a sum of nonzero

m^ to be a monomial of maximal degree

then S(mA is an insulator

mono-

among the ».;

for r.

*j has no left insulator:

find n sufficiently

in R of the form

large so that

x

for a finite subset

fr.j of R, we can

x^r.x^ = 0 for all /'. Thus R is bounded

right SP, but not left SP.
Example 2. We find a chain of SP rings Rn such that {JR
(Thus the class

is not SP.

of SP rings is not inductive.)

Let Sn = ¡Xj, x2,...,
2n variables.

x2n\, and set Dn = Z2[Sn], the free Z2-algebra

Define a sequence

of ideals

{/ j in D

inductively

on

by

i! = (0),
/ n +1
., is the ideal in Dn tí,, generated
by*
^

/ U \x jc.\i or j = 2n - 1 and i, j < 2n\.

Note that / n = Dn n / 1+1 ,.
Set R n = D n ll n . It is easily ' seen that I«,¿n } is a uniform insulator in
in Rn + ,1 (via
the canonical map).
However R =
v
r

Rn . Also, ' R n is contained
\JR

is not SP since there is no finite set S such that

{xjsx \s e S\ 4 {0| for all n,
so *j has no right insulator
Example

3. We construct

Proposition
units, let r = e,,+
sulator

in R.
an SP ring that is not bounded.

I. 4. If R = M (F) where F is a field, and e.. the matrix
e, ,+•••+

for r in R. Then

e

k > n/m.

with m < n. Suppose

{s.}._,

is an in-
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Proof.

Each rs. must be of the form
[Ri(mxn)
(7J-77lXn)J

For each

i we have

km equations.

m equations

(each row in R¿) and we thus have a total

If n > km, then we can find nonzero

t in ß such that rsJ =

0 for all i; hence km > n.
Let R be the direct limit of matrix rings over a field via the embeddings

Mn{F) -* M2n{F) given by

"a

0 b O"

0 a 0 b
c 0 d 0

[::]-

.0
Since

R is a direct limit of simple rings,

lator of e..

in M (F) has cardinality

osition, this does not decrease
direct limit.

e.,Ii

c 0 dj
R is simple, hence SP. Any insu-

at least

n, and by the preceding

on taking the image of e..

Thus, the cardinalities

of the insulators

prop-

(in M (F)) in the

of limages in R of

£ M72(F)} ate not bounded.
II. Elementary

properties.

Proposition

II. 1. Strongly primeness

Proof.

R be SP and e a nonzero

Let

sulator

in R for some nonzero element

sulator

for ere in eRe.

Thus

is a Morita invariant.

b

in R. If |/.} is an in-

is an in-

eRe is SP.

To show Mn(R) is SP if R is, choose
and say its pq component,

idempotent

of the form ere, then \ef.e\

a nonzero matrix

B in M (R),

, is nonzero. Let jf¿} be an insulator

in R. Then if A is a nonzero matrix, with nonzero

for b

a., in the ij component,

we have that the pj entry of B(e .t.)A is bht.a...

Hence \e..t, j. . . is an

insulator for B.
The singular ideal of R (denoted
ments whose right annihilator
Proposition

II.2.

Proof. Suppose

Z(R)) is the ideal composed of ele-

is an essential

The singular

right ideal.

ideal of a strongly

prime ring is zero.

R is SP, and r £ Z(R) C\ R '. Let ír¿} be an insulator

for r. Since Z(R) is an ideal, there exist essential

that rr.E. = (0). Thus

"M

= (0) for all i.

right ideals

E. such
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The intersection

of finitely

tradicts

the insulator

property

In [9] the question
that regular

but simple (no two-sided

From the alternate

definition

1; thus

If every proper finitely

generated

left ideal is of the

Re has (0) as its right annihilator

of SP, it is clear that every two-sided

generated

left ideal has nonzero right annihilator,

All regular

case of the result

rings are F-rings,

and Proposi-

that an SP F-ring is simple.

A regular ring is simple if and only if it is strongly

If R is regular

only

R is simple.

then we call the ring an F-ring.

Corollary.

ideals).

prime ring is simple.

In a regular ring R every finitely

tion II.3 is a special

this con-

of the ír¿}. So, Z(R) = (0).

II.3. A regular strongly

nonzero ideal contains

is nonzero;

is asked: Is a prime regular ring primitive? It happens

form Re, where e is an idempotent.
if lai.

right ideals

SP rings are not just primitive

Proposition

Proof.

many essential

and uniformly SP of bound 1, then

(Proof. If \x] is the uniform insulator, then x-1 eR';
so ab = axx~ b4 0; thus R is a regular domain.)
formly SP of bound n, it seems likely that

prime.

R is a division

ring.

it a, b e R ', then x~ b eR ,
If R is regular,

and uni-

R is a matrix ring over a division

ring and « is a square.
We now show that any prime ring (indeed,

a module over its centre)

may be embedded

Let R be a prime ring with centre
ule over its centre,

the nonzero

any ring that is torsion-free

in a strongly

D; since

elements

as

prime ring.

R is torsion-free

of D may be inverted

as a mod-

to yield a

prime ring whose centre is a field.
Proposition

II.4 ('Embedding

bedded in a strongly

Proof.

Theorem').

Every prime ring may be em-

prime ring.

By the preceding

comment, we may assume the centre of the prime

ring R is a field F. Let F[x] denote the polynomial ring in one variable
over F. If Í1, r,\

lr*.*1
*■

is a basis

is a basis

for R over F, a well-known

asserts

that

• • • rk xln\rk 4 1 tot j > 1, i. 4 0 for ; < n - l|
n

j

1

for the free product of F-algebras,

imbedded in T. It is easily
By a similar

result

argument,

seen that

|x| is a uniform insulator

the free product

SP; further by taking a suitable

T = R °F Fbc]. Thus
of any two F-algebras

subring it becomes

R may be

for T.
with 1 is

clear that any prime ring

can be embedded in a strongly prime ring with the same centre.
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III. Group rings.
SP group rings,

In this section

and conjecture

a characterization

every SP ring is the coefficient
The letter

G denotes

every finitely

generated

Proposition

strongly

III.l.

we obtain some elementary

on

of them. We also show that

ring of some primitive

a group throughout

results

this

group ring.

section.

Recall

that if

subgroup of G is finite, then G is said to be locally finite.
(a) // the group ring RG is strongly

prime and G contains

prime then

no locally finite normal subgroups

R is

other than

ill;
(b) // G is torsion-free
strongly

abelian

and R is strongly

prime then

RG is

prime.

Proof,

(a) To show R is SP, choose

r £ R ', and let \s.]

be an insulator

for r in RG. We may write s{= 2. r{ .gi. where r¿. £ R ' and g¿. £ G. Then
\r !•• is an insulator for r in R.
ij

1'l

li G contains

a nontrivial

locally finite normal subgroup

N, g 4 1. We show g - 1 has no insulator
g - 1, then \gk\ = U,- support(s¿)

to be the group generated
ly generated,
exists

is also an insulator

by Ig^ ggk\k.

hence finite.

nonzero

in RG. If |s.|

Therefore,

s in RG such that

N, choose

is an isulator

g £
for

for g - 1. Define

H

H is a subgroup of N, and is finite-

by [10, Lemma

2 (c), p. 154], there

(g^ gg¡, - l)s = 0 for all A. But

Sk^-Skl&%k—l) = (g — ^gfe, so {g - l)gks = 0 for all A, contradicting the insulator

property

of \gk\.

Thus if RG is SP, G contains

no nontrivial

local-

ly finite normal subgroups.

(b) Since

G is torsion-free

with s = 2j = 1 r{gif where
insulator

abelian,

it can be ordered.

r. £ R ', and gk is maximal among

for r. in R is an insulator

obtained

finitely

Then any

if R is SP and G contains

in [15Í. The author

no finite normal subgroup,

then is RG SP? No; let F be a field of characteristic

tation group on the integers

Ig.,.

s e RG,

for 5 in RG.

The first part of (a) and (b) are, in effect,

of [15] asks (in effect)

Suppose

(each element

many members), then S is itself

zero and S the permu-

of S changes

the positions

of only

locally finite, so FS is not SP, but

FS is prime (in fact primitive).

Connell [l] has shown that the group ring RG is prime if and only if R
is prime and G contains

no (nontrivial)

gests the following generalization

finite normal subgroups.

of Connell's

strongly prime if and only if R is strongly
finite normal subgroups

The group ring RG is

prime and G contains

(other than 1). Unfortunately,

verse of (a) seem to run into difficulties

problem.

result:

paralleling

Part (a) sugno locally

efforts to prove the conthose

of the zero-divisor
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We now consider

a relation

In [3] Formanek

showed

product
then

of nontrivial

groups

RG is primitive.

proof is similar

between

primitive

group rings

free

A and B not both of order 2, and #(G) > #0?),

We shall generalize

this from domains

to SP rings.

The

to that in [3].

A right ideal of R, M, is said to be comaximal

= R tot any two-sided
Proposition
comaximal

and SP rings.

that if R is a domain and G = A * B isa

ideal

III.2.

if M is proper and M + ]

/ that is nonzero.

A ring is (right) primitive

if and only if it contains

a

right ideal.

For a group G, set G' = G - {lj.

Let G = A *B; we say that an element

g of G is of type AA and has length 2n + 1 if it has the reduced form
g0 = a.b.ai,
1 1
We define

elements

2 2

•••aban

of types

,,

where a.1 e A' and b.t e B'.

n n+1

AB, BA, and BB, and their lengths

in a similar

manner.
Proposition
of nontrivial

III.3.

groups

// R is strongly

A and B (not both of order

group ring RG is primitive
Proof.

We first

the coefficient
let \r]

prime and G - A * B is a free product

and strongly

show that

be an insulator

Choose

of maximal

of A

then the

nonzero s in RG. Let r be

length in the support

for r in R. Set S = \r.aa,

and b ate fixed elements

HP),

prime.

RG is SP.

of a group element

2), and #(G)>

and B

of s, and

rxtb, r.ba, r.bb] where

respectively.

Then

a

S is an insulator

for s in RG.
We now consider

the primitivity.

We may assume

that

#(A) > #(ß) > 1,

and #(A) > 2.
Cczse 1. A is infinite.
Here we have

#(RG) = #(G) = #(A) = #(A').

Let N denote the positive

integers.

Let W: A' —»(RG - \0\) x N be a bijection of sets and let A* =
W_1((RG - iOi) x l). For each a e A , there corresponds

a unique element

in RG - [0\, which we denote by r(a, 1). Let a(n) represent

the element

mapped onto r(c7.,1) x n. For a e A , let g(a) be an element of maximal length
in the support

of r(a, 1), and suppose

Let b be a fixed element

that in r(a, 1), g(a) has coefficient

of B' and set h(a) equal to

Y,(ba(i)br(a, \)r. + a(i)br(a, l)a(z')r.) + 1
if g(a) is of type AB or g(a) - 1, and where the sum

is taken through

\r.}, the insulator

for r in R.

r.
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Similarly,

we define
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h(a) equal to

^,{a{i)br{a, l)br. + ba{i)br{a, l)r) + 1 if g{a) is of type AA;
]T{a{i)r{a, l)br. + ba{i)r{a, l)r) + 1

if g{a) is of type BA;

Y,{ba{i)r{a, l)r. + a{i)r{a, l)a{i)r) + 1 if g{a) is of type BB.
We show that the right ideal generated

by all the h(a) is comaximal

lí x £ RG, then an element

length

in

RG.
gins with either

ba(i)

of maximal

or a(i) in its reduced

form 2 h{a )xi = 1 is impossible,

the support

of h(a)x.

since

in the support

group elements

begin with either

of h(a)x

form. Hence an equation

ba.(n)

of maximal

be-

of the

length in

or a.(n), for some n.

Let A) be the right ideal of RG generated by all the h(a). The above
result shows that M is proper, and the other condition
clear from the definition

for comaximality

is

of the h(a).

Case 2. A is finite.
In this case, we have a bijection
W-1{{RG - ÍOi) x l). To each

W: N —»{RG - |0j) x Af. Let N =

n e N , there corresponds

a unique element

in

RG —lOi, which we denote by Kb). Let b(A) denote the element of N
mapped onto r(n) x k.
For b = b(1) £ N , let g(B) be an element
port of Kb), and suppose

Let a and c be fixed elements

Given

n = n(l)

of maximal

length in the sup-

that in Kb), g(B) has coefficient

r.

of A , and b a fixed element

of B .

£ N , set h(n) equal to
^{{ab)nU)cbr{n)ar.+

b{ab)n^cbr{n)r.)

+ 1

if g(B) is of type AB or g(B) = 1, and
as before,

|r.¡

is an insulator

for r.

Similarly, we define

h{n) = £{b{ab)nii)cbr{n)r. + {ab^cbrMbr)
Mb) = £((aè)n(i)cr(B)flr.

+ b{ab)n{i)cr{n)r)

Mb) = £(Kfl&)"(i)cr(BV. + {abY^cr^br)

+ 1 ii g{a) is of type AA;
+ 1

if g{a) is of type ßß;

+ 1

if g{a) is of type BA.

Let M be the right ideal generated by all the h(n). As in Case 1, M is
comaximal,

so RG is primitive.

This complete

the proof of the proposition.

Remark 1. In [12], an example

of a prime semiprimitive

ring R is given
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with the property

that if G is any group, then

RG is not primitive.

Remark 2. Let R be a prime ring, and suppose

If R contains
F-algebra,

a nonzero two-sided

prime.

nil ideal that is locally

then for any group G, the group ring

hence not primitive

However not all nil algebras
theorem)

ring contain

nil ideal?

a nonzero

IV. Rings of quotients.

nilpotent

F.

as an

RG is not semiprimitive,

and

are locally

nilpotent

(a consequence

so the question

remains:

Can a strongly prime

We use the definition

of

of (right) ring of quotients

ring) given on p. 99 of [lO]. For R and S rings, if R C S then

S is a (right) essential

extension ting of R if R is an essential

module of S. With these

extension

is a field

[12]. Thus a ring with such a nil ideal is not strongly

the Golod-Shafarevitch

(or quotient

its centre

ring.

definitions,

every ring of quotients

For a ring R, we denote its complete

p. 94] by Q. If Z(R) = (0), then Q is the largest

right R-sub-

is an essential

ring of quotients

essential

extension

[10,
ring

of R.
It is easy to show that if R is prime, then any essential
of R is prime.
Proposition
tension

Analogously,
IV.1.

Proof. Choose
exists
ists

// R is (right) strongly

n, then

prime.

S is bounded

s eS\

ring

prime, then any essential

ex-

we have

ring of R, S, is strongly

prime of bound

extension

Further,

of bound

There exists

if R is bounded strongly
n or less.

r e R such that sr e R '; hence there

a finite set [r¿} C R such that Ann ({sir.}.) = (o). For t e S ', there exr e R such that

Therefore,
sulator

tr

e R '; so we may find an z'0 such that

srr{ t 4 0, so ir¿j is an insulator

srr.

for sr in S, and \rr.\

tr 4 0.
is an in-

for s.

Corollary

1. The complete

ring of quotients

of a strongly

prime ring is

simple.

Proof. We know from Proposition II.2 that Z(R)^= (0); thus if R is SP,
Q is regular and SP; hence by Proposition

II.3, Q is simple.

In view of the embedding theorem of §11, every prime ring may be embedded in a simple ring.
Corollary

the socle

2. // R is strongly

prime, then

Soc R - (0) or R. (Recall

that

(Soc) of a ring is the sum of its minimal right ideals.)

Proof. Suppose Soc R 4 (0), but R is SP. Then by [10, Proposition 7,
p. 98], Q is a full linear ring (a ring of endomorphisms
over a division

ring D). Since

of a vector

R is SP, Q is simple—hence

space

V

DimD V is fi-
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nite and Q - M (D) for some n. Therefore
and it follows

from the version

any such ring with nonzero

R is a right order in a matrix ring,

of the Faith-Utumi

theorem

given in [lO] that

socle must be the matrix ring itself.

So R = Mjj))

and Soc R = R.
In [6, p. 14a] it is suggested
is a ring of quotients

rings of quotients

that every prime regular

of a factor ring of a full linear ring.

is simple,

it is surely SP; it appears

SP. Set R = D[x, y], the free algebra

on two variables

self-injective

ring

When one of these

that it is not bounded
over the division

ring

D. Then M {Q) = Q{M {R)) is bounded SP of bound 1, and is not completely
reducible

as it contains

Related

elements

to this question

and Q is simple

(equivalently

matrix ring over a division

r, s such that

is the possible

rs = 1 4 sr.

converse

Q is SP), is R SP?

of IV. 1. If R is prime
Observe

ring, and R is prime then

that if Q is a

R is a right Goldie ring,

and therefore SP.
V. Torsion

theories.

For the notions

of torsion theories

and related

top-

ics, see [ll].
We adopt the notation

An idempotent

A <r R to indicate

filter is a collection

that A is a right ideal in R.

£ of right ideals

in R satisfying:

1. RR e3).
2. If D £ 3), D C K, and K <f R, then Keî,

3. If D £ 3), and r £ R, then r~ XD£ 3X
4. If D £ 3), K <r R, and if for all d £ D, d~ XK£ 3), then D Cl K e 3).
From 3 and 4 we obtain

4'. If D, K £ 3), then D n K e 2).
A collection
ogizing filter.

of right ideals

satisfying

As is well known, there is a one-to-one

tween torsion theories

and idempotent

between

filters

preidempotent

We call an idempotent

Proposition

V.l.

potent or topologizing

Proof.

1, 2, 3, and 4' is called

filters,

correspondence

In a strongly

filter

Let D £ 3), the topologizing

of [15Ï.

3) proper if (0) 4 3).

prime ring, every element

filter is an essential

of a proper idem-

right ideal.

filter.

If there exists

r e R'

that rR n D = (0), then r~ !0 = r~1D e £, by 3. If Is,.} is an insulator
we have (rs.)~

0 = s~ r~ 0 for all i; hence by 4',

n(«I.)-10=Ann(|rs.|)e3).
i
Thus

(0) £ 1>, so the filter is not proper.

be-

and a similar correspondence

and the left exact preradicals

or topologizing

a topol-

such

for r,
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A right ideal

D is dense if, given r e R'

R such that rs e R'

annihilator,

(0) and R ate the only torsion

Corollary

of R (in the sense of [ll]) if and
of dense right ideals,

and this

R is torsion-free).

Since every dense

we obtain

1. // R is strongly

proper torsion

right ideal is dense.

a unique maximal proper torsion theory

theory in which

right ideal is essential,

ideals

filter consists

occurs if and only if R possesses
torsion

s e

and r s e D. A dense right ideal has zero as its left

and if Z(R) = (0), then every essential

only if every proper idempotent
(the largest

and r' e R, there exists

prime, then there exists

a unique maximal

theory on ModR.

Corollary 2. // R is strongly

prime, then (0) and R are the only tor-

sion ideals of R.
As pointed out by Rubin [14], the converse
Z/p

of Corollary

2 is not true;

Z has only two torsion ideals.

Let M be a right R-module.
to M to be a finite
of [ms\ s e S(m)\.
(0) implies

Since a nonzero SP module is necessarily

r = 0), we see that

= (0), and any essential

m belonging

prime module it every nonzero

element

faithful

of

(Mr =

R is SP if and only if R has a nonzero

By proof similar to the ring case,

Unfortunately,

for nonzero

of R. S(m), such that zero is the right annihilator

M is a strongly

M has an insulator.
module.

subset

Define an insulator

extension

SP

we see that if M is SP, then Z(iM)

of M is SP.

if R is SP, the SP modules are exactly

the nonsingular

modules.
Corollary

3. // R is strongly

prime, then an R-module

M is strongly

prime if and only if Z(M) - (O).
Proof. If M is SP, then Z(M) = (0) has been noted above. The class £
of SP modules is closed under isomorphic

images, submodules,

and injective

0.3 of [il],

hulls.

Hence by Proposition

free modules for some torsion theory and is proper since
note the collection

of nonsingular

of torsion-

R e C. Let c'

modules which are the torsion-free

in the unique proper maximal torsion theory of R. Therefore
the torsion theory corresponding

direct products,

C is a class

to c is proper; and because

de-

modules

C C Ç. since
Z(M) = (0) for

all modules M that are SP, we have (ÜC (?'; thus £ = £'.
Proposition

sists

of essential

V.2. // Z(R) = (0), and every proper topologizing

right ideals,

Proof. If there exists

then R is strongly

filter con-

prime.

r e R, such that r has no insulator

in R, we de-
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fine ë to be the collection

of right ideals

ë = |Ann(|rs|s,e
Then

ë is closed

/j)|/

in R,

is a finite subset

under finite intersections,

of R\.

(0) 4 ë, and if A e ë, then

t~1A eë, for all / £ R. Define

Jll = |A < R|there exists B £ ë such that ß C A\.
M is a proper topologizing
Z(R) = (0), and r
So every nonzero

filter,

but r~ 10 £ Jll, Since r • r~ 10 = (0), and

0 must be essential
element

as it belongs

has an insulator;

In [5] Goldman defines

thus

to ÎIÏ, we have

r = 0.

R is SP.

a kernel functor to be a functor

U: ModD —»ModD

such that (i) U(M)C M for all M e ModR, and (ii) Í/ is left exact (called a
left exact preradical in [l5J). Rubin [14] defines an ATF(absolutely
ring to be a ring such that for all kernel functors

use of the word 'torsion'
ishing coincidence,
A right ideal

does not coincide

torsion-free)

U, U(R) = (0) or R. That

with the use here.

By an aston-

ATF is the same as SP.
A of R is weakly essential,

if fot any finite

subset

/ of

R>nse/ s-ia4{o).
Proposition V.3 [14, Theorem 1.7]. R is ATF if and only if every weakly
essential

right ideal is dense.

Proposition

V.4.

(a) R is strongly

The following

are equivalent

for a ring R:

prime.

(b) R is absolutely

torsion-free.

(c) Every weakly essential

right ideal of R is dense.

(à) Z(R) = (0) and every proper topologizing

filter consists

of essential

right ideals.
Proof,

(a) equivalent

to (d) is a consequence

fices to show (a) is equivalent
Suppose

(a) holds.

Z(R) = (0) (Proposition
and Is.} be an insulator

zero t in R such that
insulator
exists

property;

to (c).

Let A be a weakly essential

II.2), it suffices
for r. Since

\rs.t\i

of V.l and V.2, so it sufright ideal of R. Since

to show A is essential.

A is weakly essential

Let r e R ';

there exists

C A; at least one of the rs¿t is nonzero by the

thus rR n A 4 (0). Suppose (a) does not hold. Then there

r £ R' such that for any finite subset

/ of R we have Ann {{rs\s £ /})

4 (0). Then:
(i) r

0 is weakly essential:

if / is a finite subset of R, then

fi s- xr~ 10= fi (")" J0 = Ann(|rs|s £ /}) 4 (O).
sel

non-

sel
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(ii) r~ 0 is not dense:

r • r"

0 = (0) but no dense

right ideal has a non-

zero left annihilator.

VI. Questions.

1, We can define a semi-SP ring in the obvious manner (subdi-

rect product of strongly prime rings), and the strongly prime radical may be defined
analogously

to the prime radical.

the strongly

prime radical?

Is there an elementwise

characterization

of

2. Can an SP ring contain a nil ideal? (§111)
3. Characterize

strongly

est normal subgroup

prime group rings.

of G containing

g — 1 has an insulator

in RG, then

N(g) is not locally

ficult to prove that if g - 1 has no insulator

may be that torsion

Let N(g) denote the small-

g. Then in III. 1(a), we showed

should replace

locally

finite.

in RG, then

that if

It is not dif-

N(g) is torsion.

finite in the characterization

It

of

SP group rings.
4. Page [13] defines

a prime module as one whose right annihilator

R) is the same as that of any of its nonzero
modules

form a torsion-free

3 of V.l.
tive,

class,

submodules.

analogous

What can be said about the resulting

socle-free

and SP then

R has a faithful

torsion

strongly

prime?

(§IV)

this

condition

Related

ideals

is equivalent

theory?

to R/Z(R)

If R is primi-

is simple,

to this is the characterization

(in the sense

of [ll])

the converse

over a field contains

then is R

of those rings

are (0) and R. Conjecture:

being SP.

Observe

that if this con-

dition holds and Z(R) = (0), then the maximal ring of quotients

Unfortunately,

prime

in Corollary

prime module that is not SP.

5. If R is prime and its maximal ring of quotients
whose only torsion

The faithful

to the SP modules

(in

is simple.

does not hold: the ring of upper triangular matrices

another torsion

ideal,

yet its maximal ring of quotients

is simple.
Added in proof. 1. L. Small has answered
2. Applications

question

of this work to the classification

2 in the affirmative.
of simple self-injective

rings will appear in a joint paper by K. Goodearl and the first author.
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